
Belvidere North
Thunder Invitational
Debate Tournament

Saturday, December 10, 2022

Welcome to our sixth invitational!  We are so
excited to have you and look forward to having a day of spirited competition.

PF Topic: Resolved: The United States’ strategy of Great Power Competition produces more
benefits than harms.

LD Topic: Resolved: The People’s Republic of China ought to prioritize environmental
protection over economic growth.

Tentative Tournament Schedule

7:30-8:00 Registration
8:00 Tournament Announcements
8:30 Round I (preset)
9:45 Round II (preset)
11:00 Round III (power matched from I & II)
12:00 Lunch
12:45 Round IV (power matched from III)
2:00 Round V (power matched from IV)

4:00 Awards

Judges are obligated for the entire tournament, please do not leave campus.

There will be limited concessions for students, and pizza will be available for coaches to
purchase ahead of time. Food for judges will be provided.



Judging Expectations

It is the obligation of the program’s head coach to make sure each judge has read and understood the

following expectations and has been trained in how to judge the event for which they have been

registered.

This is an educational activity and the students are our main priority.  Please do your best to support our

mission.  Judges at all times are expected to act in a dignified and professional manner.

Competition Guidelines

It is the obligation of the program’s head coach to make
sure each judge had read and understood the following
expectations.

This is an educational activity and the students are our
main priority.  Please do your best to support our mission.
Judges at all times are expected to act in a dignified and
professional manner.

1. If you are a new judge, please let the tab room know asap.

2. All judges are expected to be available for the duration of the tournament (8:00

through round V). Tournaments aren’t perfect, so delays may happen, but we’ve tried to

anticipate potential problems.  Once round 5 is complete, it is the coach’s discretion to dismiss

judges.

3. Please wait in the judge’s lounge if you are not scheduled to judge to see if you are

needed to fill-in for a round.  This is really important to keep the tournament on time.

4. Judges should be the first ones to enter a room and the last one to leave the room.

Judges and debaters are not to touch anything other than student desks (i.e. DO NOT SIT AT

THE TEACHER’S DESK OR UNPLUG ANYTHING).  Please do not bring anything but water into

a classroom.  Any unusual classroom conditions should be reported to the tab room immediately.

5. Please check all pairings to make sure you do not have a judge assignment. Your

room number should be listed on your ballots.

6. Rounds should start ASAP. If a debater is not present within 10 minutes of the release of

pairings, please have someone communicate that with the tab table.  DO NOT JUST SIT IN THE

ROOM.  Students who do not report to their room within 10 minutes will receive a forfeit for the

round.

7. Judges should verbally verify the debater information that is on the ballot. In Public

Forum, especially, please confirm School Names, Sides of the Debate, and Speaking Order (e.g.

the CON may at times speak first instead of the PRO, unlike Lincoln-Douglas procedure).

Debaters should legibly write their team information on the boards in the classrooms. Please be

mindful of who is in the room.  Make sure the correct teams are there and did not accidentally

walk into the wrong room.

8. Be attentive during all parts of the debate. Judges are expected to flow (take careful notes)

during speeches and listen attentively during Cross-Ex/Crossfire.  Judges can use timers and

laptops to adjudicate the round, but texting during the debate conveys serious disregard to the

debaters in the round (and the coaches/schools who hired you).

9. You may disclose your decisions in all divisions except novice.



10. Please provide constructive and specific feedback on ballots. This provides great

insight for coaches after each tournament.  Vague and/or sparse ballots are not useful educational

tools.  Reasons for Decision (RFD) should in particular specify the arguments that the judge

found most convincing (or not) and how/why the arguments were weighed.  RFD’s such as “The

NEG presented their side better” or “The AFF did a better job debating” would be considered

vague.

11. Oral critiques are acceptable, as long as they are brief and constructive. If a judge

feels a lengthier critique is needed, they should turn in the ballot first, then speak with the

debaters in the student area.  Serious concerns from the round should be addressed on the ballot

and communicated to the school’s coach immediately.

12. Please be mindful of awarding speaker points. Scores can range from 20-30.  Use the

guide on each ballot to help determine points. Half points (28.5) will be accepted and tabbed. Ties

are also acceptable.

13. Be nice to  the kids. This may be their first debate tournament ever, and it is important to be

honest, but always be supportive and professional in any criticism.  No one is suggesting you

avoid critical feedback, but please be professional and effective representatives of your school’s

program.

14. Ballots should be submitted no later than 10 minutes after the round ending.  If more time

is needed, please submit your decision and then go back and edit/add feedback.  Please be kind to

our tab staff.

15. Low Point Wins are acceptable, but please be sure that you are justifying that decision on

the ballot.  Please make sure school/team codes are consistent with the side debated.

16. No scouting. Observers are only allowed in rounds where members of their own school are

competing or judging. Observers are allowed to flow for educational purposes.

Thank you for taking time to support our students and for adhering to our rules.  We realize how

important our judges are to the success of this tournament, and we are here to support you and our

students.  If you have any questions, feel free to contact the tab room immediately.



Speaker Point Scale

Judges must follow the speaker point scale, regardless of what they are used to or may prefer, so

that there is a fair standard across all rounds. Plus, if we have a standard, points provide

meaningful feedback!  The other thing to keep in mind with regard to speaker points, is that you

can tie teams, giving them all the same points, or giving two or three speakers the same points.

30: I wish I could frame your speeches – hard to imagine a better speaker

29.0-29.5: you left no doubt about who won and are an excellent speaker

28.0-28.5: you were effective and strategic, and made only minor mistakes

27.5: you hit all the right notes, but could improve (e.g. depth or efficiency)

27.0: you mainly did the right thing, but left something to be desired

26.5: you missed major things and were hard to follow

26.0: you advanced little in the debate or cost your team the round

25.0-25.5: you are not ready for this division/tournament

Below 25: you were offensive, ignorant, rude, or tried to cheat (MUST come to tab)

Low-point wins (where the winning team has fewer points than the losing team) are allowed.

This is the third tournament of the season, please be generous with your choices in

speaker points, and do not go below a 26 unless something egregious happens.



PF RFD

Excellent round! I really enjoyed judging this round. Well done to both teams

This was a close round, but ultimately what led me to vote CON was a few key issues:

1). No clear evidence from PRO that increased regulations would be efficacious. First, CON's point about
regulators being "bad actors" (i.e. the capacity vs. intent argument), looking to bail out financial institutions
more than put forward authentic regulations went uncontested by CON. This is significant because it raised the
question of whether increased regulations would even be oriented in the right direction. Second, CON's point
about ransomware being solved through crypto tracing (colonial pipeline example) was also dropped by PRO
in summary, which, again, undermines PRO's case that increased regulation (rather than enforcement of
existing regulation) is necessary to protect businesses and consumers. I just wasn't convinced that increasing
the # of regulations is what provides solvency for the neg impacts that PRO brings up in case.

2). Another reason, however, I voted CON was on the environment impacts, which CON won with their proof
of stake evidence (which also dropped by PRO). PRO's evidence about a program that requires
carbon-offsetting was hindered by the admission that the company in the evidence cited went bankrupt.

3). On the highly-contested topic of remittances, I was torn. I was slightly more convinced by CON because I
find it logical that a person in poverty would likely use the method of payment that they deem to be most
cost-effective, and the fact that crypto is highly used seems to people deem it worth the risk (esp given CON's
evidence that traditional exchanges are cost prohibitive for many migrant families). However, I didn't weigh
this point heavily given neither side dominated this exchange. This ended up hurting PRO more since they put
more weight on this argument in SUM and FF.

PF RFD

As I said in-person, this was an excellent and very close debate for me. In the end, my main voting issue came
down to humanitarian crises abroad, and the likelihood of new regulations having a positive impact on both
preventing criminal activity and the markets at large.

I was more convinced by CON's line of argumentation when push came to shove, especially when it comes to
this issue of cryptocurrencies' vulnerability. CON avoided a potential devastating blow by admitting to the
volatility of the crypto market, and I didn't find PRO's response to this as compelling; the issue based on
CON's own admission isn't whether the market is volatile, but how and why, and I wasn't convinced that the
PRO world would do more good than harm in this respect.

Additionally, I wanted more from PRO in response to CON's humanitarian concerns, and to strengthen their
own human trafficking contention in response to objections.



LD RFD

At the end of the debate, I'm left with these arguments on the aff side:

- unconditional striking prevents oppressive contract writing bc workers have more leverage

- generally, condo strikes don't do "enough"

- strikes are an effective means of removing structures that hurt workers

on the neg side:

- there are instances in which conditions are good and workers still have leverage (medical professionals,
police)

- any instance of a condition being good negates.

2 things happened in this debate that made me vote neg: 1) turning the Hollywood example and 2) any proven
instance of conditions being good negates. I think these arguments turn the tide of the debate, and there's too
much generalizing and not enough impact calculation against these SPECIFIC arguments for me to vote aff.
tbh the fw debate was the least developed part and I felt like the debaters were beginning to get into default-util
territory. The best arg coming out of the fw debate though came from the neg and it was uncontested - that the
aff fw doesn't guarantee basic needs. He then proved how the unconditional right to strike puts those needs at
risk, so this seems like the clearest path to the ballot for me.

I also think that by the end of the debate, the neg is winning this issue of the aff not proving why unconditional
strikes - not just strikes - are necessary to help workers. The aff's only response to this is that the neg has no
examples of conditional strikes working, but 1) since the squo is conditional, any instance of workers having
leverage is an example and 2) the neg's turn on the Hollywood evidence also resolves this pretty well.

LD RFD

Neither side gave me an overall story or list of voters to work with, so I have to construct it myself. It looks to
me that the value debate was kind of a wash - neither side really responded directly to each other's attacks, and
on both sides I'm not clear how the case links to the framework. It looks like we're just looking at whether
unconditional strikes are helpful. On this point, I think we fight the school point to about even, with points on
both sides. On the police strike point, Aff relies on an inaccurate distinction between conditional and
unconditional strikes, which is not a distinction that can be made (though legal and illegal strikes are different).
The Neg wins that point. On the other hand, the Aff carries most of her case, including the crucial first
contention about NLRA making the right to strike meaningless. So we have this point weighed against the
harms mentioned in the police point. Neg briefly points out that if the current strikes worked, the unconditional
right must not be needed. Aff still has the card about NLRA against this. On the whole, to me it looks like Aff
has more offense against the Neg, which really only has the police point versus several of Aff's cards about
successful strikes which could increase if there were an unconditional right to strike. So I vote Aff, Belleville
Township.

Both debaters should keep working on impacting their points and making sure not to drop points. Time
management was a very important obstacle for the Neg (Evanston) this time, and Aff won off of the number of
flowed points she could work with. But more arguments and more explicit links to the framework would make
the debate clearer and easier to judge. Good work to both debaters.




